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Significance of exploring the definition of metabolic syndrome in Chinese children and adolescents
Junfen FU
Children’s Hospital of Zhejiang University School of Medicine, China

MetS in children and adolescents are not uncommon in China. According to the national survey in 2002, the prevalence of 
MetS was 2.3%, 23.4% and 35.2% respectively among normal weight, overweight and obese children. Therefore, how to 

early determine and interfere with childhood MetS in China is urgent.
However, before the first universal MetS definition was launched by IDF in 2006, the studies about childhood and adolscent 

MetS were all modified from adults’ definition and were up to more than 40 editions. IDF MetS definition emphasizes the 
central obesity and age range, mainly for ages of 10 to 16 with waist circumference percent instead of absolute waist points. 
Other components such as blood lipids, blood pressure, abnormal blood glucose threshold were all refer to IDF adult definition. 
Children under the age of 10 is not recommended for diagnosis of MetS, but proposed to intervene each abnormal component. 
For ages of 16 years or older, adult definition was fully refered. This definition is simple and of strong operability. However, MetS 
definition launched 5 years ago by IDF still has some problems: (1) single hypertension definition value without considering the 
differences of children in different ages, (2) abnormal lipid cut points were not only differ from Chinese original childhood lipid 
reference values, but also differ from what has recently published by American Academy of Pediatrics (American Academy of 
Pediatrics, AAP) in 2011, (3) lack of abnormal component definition for children of 6 to 10 years. In addition, whether other 
more simple index reflecting the child's central obesity such as waist/height ratio can be combined with? Therefore, we need to 
explore and establish a suitable MetS definition.for Chinese children and adolescents 

Supported by the National Key Technology R&D Program of China, and based on our previous and recent population based 
study, and approved by three pediatric societies, we have set up our own MetS definition for Chinese children and adolscents.
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